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ELLIS S. MARTIN INDUCTED INTO
LOUISIANA AGRICULTURE
HALL OF DISTINCTION
The late Ellis S. Martin has been inducted into the
Louisiana Agriculture Hall of Distinction, a partnership
with the LSU AgCenter, Louisiana Network, and the
Louisiana Department of Agriculture and Forestry. “Mr.
Ellis,” as he is known my many throughout RoyOMartin,
was the son of company founder Roy O. Martin, Sr. and
his wife, Mildred. Born in 1917 and having grown up
around the family business, he officially began his
career as Martin Timber Company manager at age 19.
He later served as company president and
chairman/CEO until his retirement in 2004. Mr. Ellis is
recognized by the family as being responsible for much
of the growth in modern-day plant assets and other businesses. He passed
away in October 2013 at age 96.
“Mr. Ellis was a strong advocate of responsible forest management all his
life,” explained his son Jonathan, RoyOMartin’s chairman and CEO. “It is
both an honor and very fitting that he was recognized posthumously for the
Hall of Distinction.”
In addition to Mr. Ellis, two other award recipients were selected for the
Louisiana Agriculture Hall of Distinction by a committee representing
commodities, agribusiness, and agencies throughout the state: Dennis R.
Aucoin, Sr. (forestry) and Clarence Berken (farming).

A ceremony recognizing
the inductees was held
at White Oak Plantation
in Baton Rouge on
February 27. In his nom-
ination of Mr. Ellis for
this award, RoyOMartin
Senior Vice President and COO Scott Poole offered these thoughts,
shared by many who knew Mr. Ellis,
“I always felt I was in the presence of a patriarch who was grander
than us all. Mr. Ellis never wanted the spotlight, nor would he ever
accept recognition for the many things he did for the industry, its
people, and communities…although he greatly deserved it. Rather
than acknowledge his contributions, he preferred to defer all energy
and effort to the company that he worked so hard to build and that
has made us all benefactors in Louisiana forestry. Mr. Ellis’s
company continues to carry the banner of his work and his life. In so
many ways, RoyOMartin today is a testament to his legacy.”

—Leigh Ann Purvis
Randy & Mary Martin Fowler, Maggie & Jonathan
Martin, Susan Martin Potter, and Spencer Martin
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ALLAN PATTERSON RECEIVES 2013 INNOVATION AWARD
RoyOMartin-Plywood Finishing-Department Manager Allan Patterson has been named the recipient
of the 2013 Innovation Award. Allan and his team developed a new process to significantly reduce
patch costs, which have historically been among the top costs in the plywood facility.
In a process that is being patented, Allan and his team discovered a way to extend the life of the
polyurethane patch, allowing operators to run longer, focus more time on upgrading panels, and use
patch only when needed.
Vice President of Plywood Joe Mackay offers the following, “We congratulate Allan on this truly
innovative accomplishment. Through ingenuity and perseverance, he and his team came up with a
unique method of achieving significant cost savings.”  

—Leigh Ann Purvis

CORPORATE WEBSITE “RESPONDS” TO TECHNOLOGY
On January 2, RoyOMartin’s corporate website transitioned to
a new “responsive” design, enabling easier viewing on mobile
devices. A revamped version of the former site,
http://corporate.royomartin.com, features a sleeker format that
shifts around to accommodate the size of a stationary
computer, cell phone, or tablet. This means that flicking your
fingers is no longer needed to scroll across the page and
enlarge sections on your mobile device! Over the next few
months, the look and feel of each of the login sections will
become more consistent and sophisticated. Similarly to our
product site, http://products.royomartin.com, most information
can be accessed within three clicks of a mouse or points of a
finger, improving service to our many customers and other
stakeholders.

—Leigh Ann Purvis

CADE YOUNG JOINS STRATEGIC
ACTION LEADERSHIP TEAM
As reported in the latest issue of “Employee Focus,” Cade Young joined RoyOMartin’s Strategic
Action Leadership Team (SALT), effective January 1, 2014. Since joining the company in 2001, Cade
has been engaged in nearly all areas of forestry, real estate, and oil-and-gas development, taking
on increasingly more challenging responsibilities. “As forest-asset and information manager at
RoyOMartin, Cade built a new expectation for data and geographical information accessibility,
working to implement products that now drive our department. He has worked tirelessly to dispose
of, exchange, and acquire quality timberland. Above all, Cade has demonstrated a keen ability to
work across all facets of the organization, a quality essential to our unified success,” explained
Scott Poole, senior vice president and COO. Cade is a forestry graduate of Louisiana Tech
University and holds an MBA from Alcorn State University.
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CHRIS CLAYTON FEATURED IN
LOUISIANA PUBLIC BROADCASTING SERIES
On December 9, 2013, RoyOMartin’s Oakdale Forest Manager and Corporate Wildlife Manager Chris
Clayton appeared on Louisiana Public Broadcasting (LPB) during the television premiere of “Alive!
In America’s Delta – Black Bear Comeback.” RoyOMartin has been actively engaged in the recovery
of the Louisiana black bear population since 1990, supporting logistics and funding for research
projects, granting use of company property for conducting that research. During the corporate-
sponsor break of the premiere, RoyOMartin matched each dollar pledged for the first $1,500, and
with much gratitude to all participants, LPB ended the night with a total pledge drive of nearly
$10,000! Chris was given a DVD of the premiere, which he donated to ROMEX’s MilMar Library.

—Joe Bischoff

ROYOMARTIN-OSB HOLDS SAFE PLANNED OUTAGE
In response to RoyOMartin-OSB’s safe planned outage from January 12-18, Vice President of OSB Terry Secrest sent
the below e-mail to plant employees:
“I want to thank each of you for an extremely successful outage! We completed all of our work with only two first-aid
cases for our team members and one first aid for a contractor. This was a huge accomplishment when you consider the
number of people that were working each day. The audits, near misses reported, and continuous safety contacts are
what made the difference.
“During this outage, we completed more work in less time than in any outage in the past. We were able to start up a full
day sooner than our original business plan had stated. This was a perfect example of great planning and team work to
accomplish our goals! Our recognition team had t-shirts made for everyone involved as a ‘thank you.’
“I challenge all of us to continue the intensity around safety each day that we demonstrated during the outage...Be
safe.”

—Terry Secrest

RoyOMartin-OSB leadership handed
out t-shirts for all employees as they
came to work on February 20.

DONNA BAILEY EARNS STEP AWARD
In February, RoyOMartin Director of Human Resources Donna Bailey
was presented with the Manufacturing Institute’s Women in
Manufacturing STEP Award. She and 159 other women from across the
country were honored in Washington, D.C., for their demonstrated
“excellence and leadership in their careers” in manufacturing. Joined by
RoyOMartin Vice President of Human Resources and Marketing Ray
Peters and Vice President of OSB Terry Secrest, Donna had the
opportunity to take in some sites—including the U.S. Capitol—during
their trip. We congratulate Donna on her well-deserved award.
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WHAT IS THE LOUISIANA MASTER LOGGER PROGRAM?
You may have heard about the Master Logger Program
through RoyOMartin employees or newsletters, but have
you ever wondered what it takes to become a master
logger? Read below for an overview.
The Louisiana Sustainable Forestry Initiative (SFI)
Education and Training Program is a 30-hour course
sponsored by the Louisiana Logging Council and the
Louisiana Forestry Association and is a partnership with
the Sustainable Forestry Initiative of American Forest
and Paper Association. This course is administered
once a year, and covers topics such as timber
harvesting and transportation, safety and OSHA
regulations, best management practices and harvest
planning, erosion control, business management, and
forestry aesthetics. Upon completion of the program,
timber-harvesting contractors are awarded a Continuing
Loggers Education (CLE) card, while forestry personnel
are awarded a Continuing Foresters Education (CFE)
card, signifying the achievement of Master Logger
status. Attainment of Master Logger status is a
requirement for all RoyOMartin forestry employees and
timber-harvesting contractors, as well as for all outside
suppliers of raw materials to our facilities. A minimum of

six hours of CLE/CFE credits must be completed
annually to maintain a valid status.
While most attendees of the SFI Education and Training
Program are quite familiar with the general content of
most topics covered, the program offers unique
discussions each year between timber-harvesting
contractors, foresters, and other professionals from
various organizations affiliated with the timber industry.
These gatherings provide a great opportunity to share
one’s personal experience in his or her profession and
to learn from the experiences of others.
During the 2013 program, several topics covered in
great detail included wage-and-hour laws, proper
reporting of federal and state payroll taxes, and OSHA
regulations governing each logging operation. Logging
safety was also thoroughly discussed, with several
contractors offering suggestions for taking the extra
precautions necessary to ensure a safe work
environment for their employees. As of December 31,
2012, a total of 1,626 timber-harvesting contractors and
767 foresters and others have completed the
curriculum.

—Joe Bischoff

THE BANDING TECHNIQUE IN HERBICIDE APPLICATION
The circle of life for a commercial pine plantation
requires many steps, most of which are driven by a
number of varying circumstances. These circumstances
are considered throughout the growth rotation of the
plantation, not just at times of harvesting and planting.
In establishing a stand of new pine seedlings, several
steps are taken prior to planting and through the life of
the plantation to ensure survival and quick growth of the
seedlings. This process may include on-site survival
assessments and the use of tractor dozers, fire, or
chemicals.
The use of chemicals plays a major role in providing the
seedlings a favorable environment for optimum growth.
These chemicals, used for the purpose of herbicide
application, are often applied during the spring months
immediately following planting. This process is referred
to as herbaceous weed control and focuses on
restricting the growth of vegetation that does not have a
woody stem. Grasses and vines are the primary focal
species. They compete for soil nutrients and sunlight
and often outgrow the pine seedlings, thus shading
them from sunlight. The application of various
herbicides provides restriction on the growth of these
grasses and vines without impacting that of the pine
seedlings. Historically, these chemicals are applied in a
broadcast form from a helicopter, attempting to apply
the herbicide to the entire tract.
Recently, RoyOMartin hired a contractor to apply these
herbicides using the banding technique. With this new
process, the herbicide is applied on foot rather than

from the air. A crew of workers wearing backpack
sprayers applies the chemical directly to the ground in a
continuous strip covering three feet on either side of the
row of planted seedlings. The crew foreman
continuously monitors weather conditions and
measures wind speed with a handheld device to
determine if conditions are suitable for chemical
application. The rows of tree seedlings may be planted
in two different forms, either 12 or 14 feet apart. The
banding technique reduces chemical application by up
to 60%. The primary benefits of the banding method are
a reduction in amount of chemicals applied and a
decrease in the total expenses incurred by the
company.

—Rodney Hatch
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ROCKY CREEK LUMBER SUPPORTS
WOODWORKS STUDENTS
RoyOMartin-Rocky Creek Lumber helped bring the WoodWorks curriculum to life in Alabama after much success with
the program in Louisiana. This industry-based training is offered to high-school students and teaches a variety of topics,
such as safety, work ethic, and applied mathematics. In addition to their classroom training, students hear from
speakers regarding career opportunities in forestry and wood-products manufacturing, as well as take site tours. Rocky
Creek Lumber recently hosted one such tour, where plant leadership discussed the company’s history and what it is like
to work in the mill. We wish all of the WoodWorks students the best as they wrap up their training this school year.

—Chrissy Sturdivant, Rocky Creek Lumber human-resource manager

Monroe County High School Industrial Maintenance Teacher Vic Sawyer, Rocky Creek Shipping Manager Shay Harper,
Rocky Creek Procurement Manager Cameron Hybart, and several students

HATS “ON” TO ROYOMARTIN-PLYWOOD
In August 2013, RoyOMartin-Plywood took a phenomenal step in improving its safety culture by implementing a hard-
hat policy. Previously, hard hats were not required throughout the mill and used only in construction-related projects. As
with any change, some resistance was expected upon rolling out the new policy; however, it was met with little to no
opposition from employees—an indication that our safety culture continues to evolve and that employees are embracing
the fact that all injuries are preventable.
Since the policy’s implementation, no first-aid incidents involving head injuries have been reported. Near-miss reports
continue to affirm the hard-hat policy is simply good business to keep our workforce free from head injuries.

—Mark Rills
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SALT “WORK DAYS”
Beginning last December with a “work day” handing out
Christmas gift bags at the local Salvation Army,
members of RoyOMartin’s Strategic Action Leadership
Team (SALT) have begun a monthly tradition of spending
time volunteering at nonprofit organizations. In January,
the team performed yard work and painted fresh lines in
the parking lot at Hope House, an organization whose
mission is to serve homeless women and their children.
In February and March, SALT volunteered at the Manna
House and Rapides Symphony Orchestra, respectively.
Holding monthly volunteer work days was first suggested
by RoyOMartin Chairman and CEO Jonathan Martin in
lieu of one of the executive leaders’ weekly meetings.
Over the course of the year, each SALT member will have
the opportunity to pick his charity of choice. During his
particular month, the other leaders join in to assist
through a special project. Often, SALT is joined by other
employees who serve as board members of those
nonprofits or are otherwise passionate about the cause.
For many SALT members, volunteering hits close to
home. “I like the interaction when local people actively
help out their neighbors in need. Working alongside
other volunteers has helped me put into perspective the

struggles and trials others have that we may never think
about in our day-to-day busy lives. Supporting these
efforts brings a real face and need to every volunteer
function,” explains Vice President of Engineering Adrian
Schoonover. 
“RoyOMartin is a best-in-class company. For many
years, RoyOMartin has been a corporate leader in
charitable giving in Central Louisiana; however, for
2014, SALT has made it a goal to show its support for
local charitable organizations, not only through
monetary means, but by donating their time as well,”
explains the newest SALT member, Cade Young, vice
president of land and timber. “I am extremely proud to
be part of an organization that gauges its success in
such a holistic manner.”
Senior Vice President and COO Scott Poole adds,
“While all of our SALT members actively participate in
various charitable causes, we can have an even greater
impact when we ban together. Not only are we building
a stronger team, but we’re also showing our unity in
commitment. It’s a fun, heartwarming, and fulfilling
opportunity.”

—Leigh Ann Purvis

OSB OUTLOOK: 2014
It is anticipated that 2014 will be a good year for the OSB market.
According to Vice President of RoyOMartin-OSB Terry Secrest,
product pricing is more stable this year than last year, and
production volume should be high, with a focus on 9-foot, 10-foot,
and Eclipse™ panels. Though the United States’ single-family

housing market improvements
have slowed in comparison with
the original forecast, the market
has improved over the past
several years. Primary markets
in Texas, Louisiana, Arizona,
Nevada, and California all show
good prospects of growth. Terry
predicts that as “multi-family
projects continue to increase,
they will be a larger component
of our future sales.”
—Amelia Lea and Terry Secrest
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ROYOMARTIN-FORESTRY PASSES AUDIT
Congratulations to RoyOMartin’s forestry team, which
successfully completed another audit of the
organization’s forest-management practices by the
Rainforest Alliance, a nonprofit organization affiliated
with the Forest Stewardship Council™ (FSC®) and whose
mission is to “conserve biodiversity and ensure
sustainable livelihoods by transforming land-use
practices, business practices, and consumer behavior.” 
According to RoyOMartin Woodlands Manager Mickey
Rachal, following the audit, “We are pleased to report
that we were found to be in compliance with the
principles and criteria of our FSC Forest Management
Certificate, which we first earned in 2002.” He explained
that this year’s audit was focused on RoyOMartin’s

Chopin District, overseen by Brent Deen, and he praised
Brent and his team for doing “an outstanding job of
having all documents in hand at each stop and
presenting our operational rationale.” Lead auditor Dr.
Steve Grado was complimentary of RoyOMartin-
Forestry’s recent restructuring, which, in Mickey’s
words, “will enhance and strengthen our ability to
manage to the tenets of our FSC certification.”
RoyOMartin Senior Vice President and COO Scott Poole
added, “We continue to set the example for certified
timberland management within the most stringent
certification body and standards.”

—Leigh Ann Purvis and Mickey Rachal

Clear your calendar for the 10th annual Brenda Hall Abney Fall Golf Classic, to be
held Monday, September 29. This year, the tournament will move to Alexandria,
with simultaneous morning tee times at both Links on the Bayou and Oakwing Golf
Club. All proceeds benefit the Louisiana Baptist Children’s Home in Monroe. For
sponsorship or registration information, contact patti.busby@royomartin.com or
800-299-5174.
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RoyOMartin was a Platinum Hammer sponsor of Rapides Habitat for Humanity’s “Hard
Hats and High Heels” gala held March 22 in Alexandria. The Martin Foundation
awarded a grant to Habitat for the Waller Home Development Project 2014, which will
assist in funding the construction of a single-family home, in partnership with Youth
Build, for a needy family in Rapides Parish. Shown here with Habitat’s plaque of
appreciation is Martin Foundation President Carole Baxter.

In late March, RoyOMartin employees Jenae Ballard, Carl Cloud, and Andre Winn
participated in a video segment for The Rapides Foundation’s Community Focus
Series, which will air on KALB News Channel 5. The series will highlight the Cenla
Work Ready Network, which is funded by The Rapides Foundation and administered
by The Orchard Foundation. Among other vital services, the Cenla Work Ready
Network enables applicants to undergo WorkKeys pre-employment assessments. The
employees listed above successfully completed this process. This video series was
scheduled to air for several weeks beginning April 10.
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Lonely, but Never Alone
After a 21-hour flight aboard a Braniff Airlines 707 from
San Francisco, with stops in Hawaii, Okinawa, and the
Philippines, we touched down at Bein Hoa Airbase,
South Vietnam. I, along with over 100 19-year-olds, had
reached a destination no one on board had ever seen,
and all wondered if we would ever make it out alive.
After processing in at the 90 Replacement Center, I was
taken to the 169th Engineer Company D and assigned a
bunk on the second level of the hooch. After unpacking
my bag and making up my cot, I stepped out onto the
balcony and looked into the darkness of that night. At
1:30 in the morning, realizing I was thousands of miles
away from home with no means of communication
(before cell phones and e-mail) and knowing I was to be
there for one year, I was besieged with an overwhelming
sense of loneliness. As I looked into the night, I could
hear the exploding rounds of mortars and hum of Hueys
and see the trail of tracers that lit up the eastern sky.
That overwhelming loneliness was compounded with a
touch of fear. I was still a teenager, and for the first time
in my young life, I understood loneliness and fear. I
wanted to cry out these lyrics with Bobby Bare, “I
wanna go home, Oh Lord, I wanna go home.” I then
realized that I was not at church camp and could not
call my dad or mom to come get me. So, in the little
New Testament/Psalm given at my induction into the
Armed Forces in New Orleans, I found these words of
the 23 Psalm to give assurance: “The Lord is my

shepherd, I shall not be in want…Even though I walk
through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no
evil for you are with me; your rod and your staff, they
comfort me” (Psalm 23:1, 2, 4).
While some define loneliness as a state of solitude or
being alone, others say it is actually a state of mind.
According to experts, loneliness is not necessarily being
physically alone, but instead, a perception of being
alone and isolated. That explains why we can feel lonely
even though there are people all around us. In our
culture of electronic media, we have become absorbed
in self, to the neglect and isolation of those close to us.
We create an environment conducive to loneliness in our
marriages, homes, churches, and workplaces.
Loneliness touches our physical, psychical, and
spiritual wellbeing. Please take time to enjoy and
interact with those close to you.
That dark night in Southeast Asia, I learned that while I
was lonely, I was not alone. I came to know that God
was my friend in the most lonely and fearful time of my
life. So, I went on my way, took it one day at a time, and
a year later I was homeward bound on a 707 Flying
Tigers Airline via Tokyo, Anchorage, and San Francisco.
My, that was a long time ago, and I am still learning and
trusting!

In Christ,
Chaplain Ron

RoyOMartin had 29 employees—and many more family
members—participate in the March 8 Central Louisiana
Heart Walk benefiting the American Heart Association.
We came in third place for fundraising, with a total of
$6,812! Thank you to our employees and families for

RoyOMartin-Plywood recently participated in the United
Way of Central Louisiana’s (UWCL) Book Day campaign.
The UWCL collected new or gently used books for local
children ages 10 and under. Shown here contributing the
first book to the collection box is RoyOMartin Director of
Human Resources Connie Baker. Drop-off locations
include the Alexandria Books-A-Million and UWCL office

CHAPLAIN’S CORNER
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THE PROCESS OF REBRANDING ECLIPSE™
Beginning in late 2013, RoyOMartin’s marketing and
sales departments teamed up to take a closer look at
how our Eclipse™ Radiant Barrier and Eclipse™ Energy
Guard OSB products were being conveyed to builders,
architects, customers, and end users. While both
products had the same composition, their applications
were different. This resulted in some confusion in the
marketplace, especially since RoyOMartin is presently
the only manufacturer approved to use radiant-barrier
OSB, with approved tape, in place of house wrap.
Eclipse™ Radiant Barrier, used foil-side down as roof
sheathing, is marketed as a “cost-effective and energy-
efficient” product that can reduce attic temperatures by
as much as 30°F. Applied foil-side out on sidewalls,
Eclipse™ Energy Guard is touted as a house-wrap
replacement that saves builders time and cuts down on
labor and material costs. While Energy Guard still
possesses some built-in energy-efficient properties with
its radiant-barrier foil, that “energy” benefit is minimal.
There are three primary reasons for this: (1) The sun
does not directly shine on the walls, inherently
preventing the panel from blocking a majority of the
sun’s radiant heat; (2) More layers of building materials
are needed for sidewalls, whereas, on the roof, those

extra layers typically include just felt and shingles; and
(3) Wall applications do not allow the air space needed
for radiant-barrier panels to work most effectively.
Thus, RoyOMartin’s marketing-and-sales team needed
to ensure that its Eclipse™ products clearly conveyed
both their proper usage and benefits. After collaborating
with our advertising agency and industry contacts on
different designs and product names, our team chose to
leave the basic Eclipse™ logo–the lowercase “eclipse”
with the red sun–the same, but change the taglines to
the more-descript Eclipse™ Radiant Barrier Roof
Sheathing and Eclipse™ Reflective Housewrap. Further,
we incorporated gray lines in each design to represent
both the foil and its correct application.
Ever since the Eclipse™ rebranding was completed in
February, the marketing team has been updating the
website, all literature, product-sample jackets, and other
supporting materials to ensure consistency.
When you are out and about and see RoyOMartin’s
Eclipse™ being used as roof sheathing or in sidewalls,
be sure to shoot and send us a photo to
newsletter@royomartin.com.

—Leigh Ann Purvis  
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Eclipse™ Radiant Barrier Roof Sheathing

Eclipse™ Reflective Housewrap
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